Working on soil organic matter
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Why soil organic matter matters
A foundation of farmers and residents in the eastern part of The Netherlands
cooperates with the drinking water company and regional and national
authorities to increase the soil health for sustainable dairy farming and
landscape quality in the area called ‘Haarlose Veld Olden-Eibergen’ (ca 1000
ha).
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“An insurance against nitrate leaching”
Nitrate leaching is a problem sandy substrate in the Netherlands, especially in
the study area, where drinking water is produced from groundwater. As a
result, the cost of cleaning drinking water withdrawn from groundwater
might also rise.

Soils in the region are sandy and subject to a gradual decline of soil organic
matter stocks and moisture deficits. The loss of soil organic matter in the area
is caused mainly by long term monocultures of maize, intensive seed potato
cropping, strict manure legislation directed at minimizing nitrogen and
phosphorus application to the fields, and limited inputs of exogenous organic
matter. This raised concern among stakeholders in the region over production
levels, problems with too dry and too wet soils, and rising nitrate
concentrations in the groundwater.

Case study aims

The case study aimed to investigate through
which land management measures soil
organic matter could be effectively increased
in the area, and how this could be arranged in
a collaboration of farmers, authorities, the
drinking water company and the water board.
Increasing the soil organic matter content (2%
in 30 years seems realistic) is expected to
buffer water in wet and dry periods, nutrients
and pesticides, and to improve the bearing
capacity of the soil and the soil life. This will
reduce nitrate leaching to the groundwater
and increase the availability of nutrients and
water for crops, forage and grass. Probably
there is less need for grassland renewal.
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Measures and approach: social
innovation

Several options to increase soil organic
matter were tested in the area:
• Undersowing grass in maize fields
• Use a manure separator and differentiate
between crops and fields
• Incorporating biomass from local sources
(green residues from roadsides and
ditches)
The approach is a complete bottom-up
process. The farmers organised themselves,
created the foundation and are seen as a
strong partner by the local and regional
governments. They are able to inspire others
and increase the implementation of measures
over an increasing number of fields. The case
study is therefore one of social innovation.
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Achievements
•
•
•
•
•

•

Social innovation in cooperative land
management
Improved understanding of the soil
Better fine-tuning of fertiliser to crop growth
Focus on maintaining the nutrient balance in
fields
Most promising measures: grass undersow in
maize fields, solid manure fraction and biomass
incorporation, wood chips
Slight increase in soil organic matter already
perceived in some fields
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Barriers to implementation
•
•
•
•

Farmers have no control over (potentially contaminated) water inlet in the area
Biomass from local sources often contains waste; need for a system to control the quality
From a legal perspective, biomass from local sources is waste, which hampers a simple use, while it
is unclear if a quality control system in necessary for these local waste flows
Additional biomass accounted as an extra supply of nitrogen and phosphorus
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